AMT2 (All Movies Tourney Episode Two) Round 2 (041-080)
40 tossups by Ray Luo, Eok Ngo, and players

041). He exists because of the persistence of the reptilian brain, and he's invoked whenever a perturbation of biological equilibrium creates a need for inhibition of action.  Professor Laborit's 4th stage, inhibition by anguish, is illustrated by a rat trapped in an electrocuted box, and by Janine getting out of a car feeling like she's going to die.  Two rats trapped together will fight each other, as Rene the plant manager fights Veerstrate for his job, or as Janine fights Jean the director of National Radio who wouldn't leave his wife for her.  Otherwise psychosomatic diseases develop, as Rene's stomach ulcer, or Jean's kidney stone.  A millionaire who can open the treasure box for Jean, and a supposed bum in Chicago, FTP name this titular Alain Resnais film, symbolizing the imaginative will to exist, a relative from the USA.
	Answer: Mon oncle d'Amerique; or My Uncle From America

042). {Eok}  Ted, a mid-westerner, actually helps raises peacocks on his family farm. Ashley, a DC native, is consistently flattered and supported by her family on camera. With a father that can only speak Spanish, the most sentimental case is Angela, whose family came from Mexico with nothing. Neil’s sister failed to win and his father is constantly hounding him to pack as much studying in as he can. The hyperactive Harry doesn’t survive long, while Emily, April and Nupur get the furthest with the final word being logorrhea. FTP, what is this Jeffrey Blitz documentary that follows 8 of the finalists to the 1999 National Spelling Bee?
	Answer: Spellbound

043). Three marriages form the ending to this picture: the professor marries Kate, the old bachelor marries the woman he's been chasing for twenty years, and David Bartlett marries an innocent servant country girl, whose guilt in giving birth to a fatherless child is cleared up when she implicates the wealthy womanizer Lennox Sanderson as the scoundrel who duped her into keeping the union a secret.  Anna Moore, asked to leave the family, rushes to the lake in winter and floats on a sheet of ice near a water fall.  FTP name this 1920 film in which Richard Barthelmess rescues Lillian Gish on ice as directed by D. W. Griffith.
	Answer: Way Down East

044). Victor Moore goes to jail and ruins his life because his lawyer Edward Arnold won't have him pay the 2 dollar fine for spiting on the subway.  Fred Astaire plays a chinaman who dreams of owning the fan that Lucille Bremer admires.  James Melton and Marion Bell sing the drinking song from La Traviata.  Fanny Brice tries to take back her winning sweepstakes ticket.  Lucille Ball whips a bunch of ladies dressed up as cats.  Beginning with Fred Astaire singing "Here's to the beautiful ladies, here's to those wonderful girls," FTP name this musical compendium featuring William Powell renacting his 1936 performance as the great Ziggy.
	Answer: Ziegfeld Follies

045). {Eok}  In 2293, he was named the special envoy to the Klingon Empire where he and Chancellor Azetbur paved the way for the Khitomer Accords. He failed to achieve Kolinahr when the V’Ger [VEE-Jer] entity disrupted the process. This son of Sarek and Amanda Grayson has a half brother Sybok with whom he sought out God. When Khan used the Genesis Device, he sacrificed himself to save the crew of the Enterprise but was resurrected when his body and mind were later reunited on Mount Seleya. FTP, who is this Vulcan science officer aboard the Enterprise?
	Answer: Spock

046). {Eok}  “Watch out, the yellow ones don't stop!” “Have you seen these toilets? They're GINORMOUS! [J-EYE-nor-mus]” “I'm a cotton-headed ninny-muggins.” “I just like to smile! Smiling's my favorite.” At World’s Best Cup of Coffee he proclaims, “Congratulations, guys. You did it!” “I passed through the seven levels of the Candy Cane forest, through the sea of swirly twirly gum drops, and then I walked through the Lincoln Tunnel.” “You sit on a throne of lies!” FTP, all these lines are spoken by Buddy in what movie starring Will Farrell?
	Answer: Elf (accept Buddy before he is mentioned)

047). He was "made to commit acts too unspeakable to be cited here, by an enemy who had captured his mind and soul."  He freed himself at last at the end, "heroically and unhesitatingly gave his life to save his country."  Triggered by a game of solitaire, he killed Thomas and Jocelyn Jordan at the request of his American operator, his own mother.  The bravest, kindest, warmest, most wonderful human being Bennett Marco has ever known, FTP, name this Pavlovian conditioned winner of the congressional medal of honor who killed the Manchurian Candidate.
	Answer: Raymond Shaw; prompt on The Manchurian Candidate

048). {Eok}  La Fours, a security guard, watches the premises and is called to arrest the protagonists. William Black struggles to see a boat in a Magic Eye poster which leads him to bang his head on a metal post freeing the videotape that indicts Shannon Hamilton of having sex with the underage Tricia Jones. Stan Lee has a cameo where he consoles Brodie who had earlier given Mr. Svenning the stink palm while eating chocolate pretzels. FTP, in what Kevin Smith film does T.S. Quint played by Jeremy London try to win back Claire Forlani’s Brandi set in a popular teenage hangout?
	Answer: Mallrats

049). {Eok}  He shouts “I’ll see you in Hell before I see you in Reno” at his trial for the murder of Glenn Quentin. Raquel Welch, Marilyn Monroe and Rita Hayworth all serve to cover his nightly activities. $200 and some used books are given to him as a result of his weekly letters to the state which arrived soon after the death of his friend Brooks. Red made the mistake of betting on this inmate cracking on the first day. This quiet banker manages to bilk the Warden out of his money and escape from prison. FTP, what is Tim Robbins character from the Shawshank Redemption?
	Answer: Andrew “Andy” Dufresne (either) or Inmate 37927

050). This is the only Hitchcock film in which the hero wears a perplexed expression after the climatic triumph, a reflection of the pacifist book written by a homosexual author on which it is based.  Peter Lorre plays the General, a "friend of any man with a beautiful wife," who kills the titular character named Marvin after a train crash, and himself dies.  John Gielgud plays English novelist Edgar Brodie turned spy who would not conscientiously kill a German spy.  FTP name this Hitchcock film based on Ashenden by Somerset Maugham, and not by Joseph Conrad.
	Answer: The Secret Agent

051). {Eok}  Li’l Dice is responsible for the murder of all the patrons at the brothel he convinced the Tender Trio to rob. Angelica, the protagonist’s girlfriend leaves him for Bene, the right-hand to Li’l Ze. After failing to get a girl, he rapes the girlfriend of Knockout Ned and murders his family members starting the gang war in the slums outside Rio de Janeiro. Wilson Rodriguez is the inspiration for Rocket, who has the favor of Ze and photographs the escalating warfare. FTP, what is this surprise Oscar contender directed by Katia Lund and Fernando Meirelles?
	Answer: City of God or Cidade de Deus

052). Roland Barthes called her face an idea, because it is an order of the concept.  Kenneth Tynan notes that she, along with Marlene Dietrich, "has sex, but no particular gender."  Appearing in The Atonement of Gosta Berling after being discovered by Mauritz Stiller, she began with a lead role in The Torrent.  Asked if she is "all things to all men" in Two-Faced Woman, she dressed up as a man in Queen Christina.  FTP name this reclusive star of Camille, a Swedish-American actress.
	Answer: Greta Garbo

053). Roland Barthes called her face an event, because it is an order of the substance.  Rex Reed notes that she, in a cruel and imperfect world, "was living proof that God could still create perfection."  Appearing in The Unforgiven after breaking her back falling off a horse, she began with the role of a cigarette girl in Laughter in Paradise.  Asked if she is confident enough to sing in Funny Face, she dressed up as an angel in Always.  FTP name this humanitarian star of Roman Holiday, a Dutch-American actress.
	Answer: Audrey Hepburn

054). {Eok}  On Fantasy Island, she had a recurring role as a girl placing leis on new arrivals. She earned her SAG card with a small speaking role as Mrs. Vargas in Fast Times at Ridgemont High. Her last film role was in a small film called March but she is best remembered for her work with Roger Corman in the films Deathstalker and Barbarian Queen I and II. FTP, who is this B movie film star of the 80’s whose murdered body was found at the home of Phil Spector?
	Answer: Lana Clarkson

055). He's captain of the cross country team, head of the debate club, and managing editor of the college newspaper in his senior year.  Mr. McGuire has one word for him: plastics.  He broke up the marriage of Carl Smith and Elaine Robinson, but he's better known as a silent young man who recently finished college to lie in a pool.  Seduced by Mrs. Robinson, FTP name this title character of a film by Mike Nichols.
	Answer: The Graduate; or Benjamin Braddock

056). {Eok}  Played by Christopher Lloyd, Bill Burns is hoping to convince Arnold Rothstein about his plans to make some easy money. John Mahoney, as Kid Gleason, is unaware of the situation for most of the series until he notices how Eddie Cicotte [SEH-cot] is pitching. Appearing in the film as announcer Ring Lardner is the director John Sayles. Starring Charlie Sheen as Hap, John Cusack as Buck Weaver, and D.B. Sweeney as “Shoeless” Joe Jackson, FTP, what is this film about the infamous “Black Sox” scandal?
	Answer: Eight Men Out

057). {Eok}  At 13, his first acting gig was in an Atari commercial for Pitfall. Recently, this star was hired to play the role of Carl Denham in the Peter Jackson remake of King Kong. Heat Vision and Jack was a pilot he shot which was never picked up. As a member of Tim Robbins’ Actors Gang, he made his feature film debut as Roger Davis in Bob Roberts. Small roles in Enemy of State, I Still Know What You Did Last Summer and The Neverending Story III led to the role of Barry in High Fidelity. With headlining roles in Saving Silverman, Orange County and Shallow Hal, FTP, who is this Tenacious D lead singer and star of School of Rock?
	Answer: Jack Black

058). The most famous film of this author of An Anagram of Ideas on Art revolves around a key that at various times turns into a knife, comes out of a mouth, and bounces on the floor.  After coming to America as a Russian Jew, this author of Divine Horsemen: The Living Gods of Haiti made The Witches Cradle with Marcel Duchamp.  The Very Eye of Night is a ballet on a starry background, while At Land starred John Cage and Alexander Hammid, the husband who urged her to change her name to mean "illusion."  FTP name the experimental filmmaker of Meshes of the Afternoon.
	Answer: Maya Deren

059). Although "the pellet with the poison is in the vessel with the pestle," and "the chalice with the palace has the brew that is true," the hero fails to remember which when Griselda informs him of the flagon with the dragon.  Ending with "life could not possibly, not even probably, better be," it presents Hubert Hawkins's impersonation of Giacomo to save the kingdom for the true heir, a baby with the purple pimpenel on his butt.  FTP name this Danny Kaye movie about the titular entertainer of the king.
	Answer: The Court Jester

060). {Eok}  His first and only television interview was on Charlie Rose in March 2004. His early career focused on writing for television shows like The Dana Carvey Show, Ned and Stacey and Get a Life. Human Nature and Confessions of a Dangerous Mind followed his first successful screenplay, Being John Malkovich. Putting a twist on screenwriting, he created and then killed off his fictional brother Donald in Adaptation. Nicholas Cage received an Oscar nomination for playing, FTP, what writer of Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind?
	Answer: Charles “Charlie” Stuart Kaufman

061). {Thomas}  A stylized, animated Charlie Chaplin introduces its title. From there, the viewer experiences several sequences of juxtapositions based on form, movement, and composition. These displays include blinking eyes and flashing numbers, a woman rhythmically swinging, mouths smiling and then relaxing, and seemingly incongruous intertitles about the theft of a pearl necklace. All the imagery is designed to reflect man’s intrinsic connection to machinery - a common theme in the works of one of its directors. FTP name this 1924 short film co-created by Dudley Murphy and the French Cubist painter Fernand Leger.
	Answer: Ballet Mechanique (Mechanical Ballet)

062). {Matt S.}  He made his debut in the rock-and-roll film Summer City. He moved out of the U.S. in 1968 after his father Hutton won enough money on "Jeopardy!" While at the University of New South Wales his roommate was Geoffrey Rush. People's first "Sexiest Man Alive," this is, for 10 points, what actor who won two Oscars in 1996 for producing and directing himself in Braveheart?
	Answer: Mel (Columcille Gerard) _Gibson_

063). {Juliana}  Produced by Vogayer, it began production in 1984 with Citizen Kane and King Kong. Its films were the first to appear in their original aspect ratio, and included innovations in audio multitracks and directors' commentary. In 1994, it stopped laserdisc production to concentrate on DVDs, which include extras like storyboards, shooting scripts, and scholarly commentary. Sharing its name with the British "little magazine" that published The Waste Land, FTP, name this collection of films whose name means "a means or standard of judging; a test; a rule; a canon."
	Answer: The Criterion Collection

064). {David}  After slipping an auditor a mickey in the Black Pussy Caf, its protagonist shuts him up in the New Old Lompoc House so that Og Oggilbys borrowing of $500 to buy shares in the Beefsteak Mine won't be detected. Along the way, Egbert Souse catches two crooks and becomes a film director as well as a security guard in--for 10 points--what 1940 W. C. Fields movie?
	Answer: The _Bank Dick_

065). {Miguel}  Married six times, this director was in pre-production of Nostromo when he died in 1991. Starting as an editor in the 1930s, he got his first chance to direct with Noel Coward in 1942's In Which We Serve, though it was Noel Coward's Private Lives that thrust him into fame. FTP, identify this director noted for his Dickens adaptations such as Great Expectations and his epic films Dr. Zhivago, Bridge on the River Kwai, and Lawrence of Arabia.
	Answer: David _Lean_

066). {Andrew}  After a sad scene in the office of accountant Jules Frikke, the main characters quit working on their tax returns and flee to their farm in Connecticut. Earlier, one of them had drawn a licorice gun on the other after finding her in the arms of songwriter Kip Lurie, whose song "Farewell Amanda" is heard over and over again in the film. After Doris Attinger shoots her husband, prosecutor Bonner and his wife take opposite sides of the case. FTP, name this George Cukor comedy which stars Spencer Tracy and Katherine Hepburn.
	Answer: Adam's Rib

067). {Seth}  Esmeralda feels the power of Satan in him, and Kevin takes him in to Show-and-Tell. Dianne West plays Peg Boggs, the local Avon lady, who finds this title character alone in the Inventor's castle. A young girl hears his story after asking her grandmother where the snow comes from; in the end, we find out that the snow comes from him making ice sculptures. He's also good at haircuts and trimming bushes. Played by Johnny Depp, FTP name this title character of a Tim Burton movie, who has very sharp appendages.
	Ans: Edward Scissorhands (accept either name)

068). {Matt L.}  He made his directorial debut in 1980 with "Permanent Vacation," which featured saxophone player John Lurie. Other musicians who appeared in his films include Eszter Balint, Screamin' Jay Hawkins, Rufus Thomas, and Tom Waits. He also helmed the 1997 documentary, "Year of the Horse," a Neil Young tour diary. His hometown of Cleveland figures prominently in his breakout film. A series of vignettes that he directed called "Coffee and Cigarrettes" will soon be released in theatres. FTP, name this director best known for "Stranger than Paradise" and "Ghost Dog: The Way of the Samurai."
	Answer: Jim Jarmusch

069). {Brendan}  In Kill Bill, Volume 1. Elle Driver whistles a motif from his 1968 score to Twisted Nerve while posing as a nurse. A child prodigy and Julliard graduate, he briefly conducted an orchestra in New York before moving to Hollywood to work in radio. After a number of impressive scores for his radio colleague Orson Welles, he won an Oscar in 1942 for All That Money Can Buy, but his best known work came in the 50s on films like The Trouble With Harry and North By Northwest. FTP, name this virtuosic film composer and longtime collaborator of Alfred Hitchcock, responsible for both the low woodwinds of Citizen Kane and the screeching violins of Psycho.
	Ans: Bernard Herrmann

070). {Martha}  Pearl Jam, back when they were Mother Love Bone, make a brief appearance in this movie, as passengers in a passing car. The heroine is a "brain, trapped in the body of a game show hostess" and the hero teaches "kickboxing, the sport of the future." Lloyd Dobbler holds a boombox playing "In Your Eyes" over his head outside Diane Court’s window. For ten points, name this movie, Cameron Crowe’s directorial debut, starring Ione Skye and John Cusack.
	Ans. Say Anything

071). {Willie} In the 1974 film Fox and his Friends, this director cast himself as Fox, a victim of his middle-class gay lovers who try to extort his lottery winnings. In the 1976 film Satan's Brew, he cast Kurt Raab as the self-obsessed protagonist, a plagiarist who is revealed to be a masochist. Known publicly as a hardnosed and unpleasant man, he would often take uppers and downers so that he could work on his films for consecutive days, which may have contributed to his premature death in 1982. For 10 points, identify this director of The Bitter Tears of Petra von Kant, The American Soldier, and the 931-minute TV mini-series Berlin Alexanderplatz, the leader of New German Cinema.
	Answer: Rainer Werner Fassbinder

072). {Nick}  A fetishist's dream, the love interest in this movie is an Asian in a Catholic schoolgirl outfit who spends much of the film in handcuffs; she's played by China Chow, the daughter of the "Mr. Chow's" restaurateur. In the movie, she's the daughter of a bankrupt moviemaker ruined by the failure of his film "Taste the Golden Spray". A subplot involves the theft of a "King Kong Lives" videotape by one of the ulcer-ridden protagonist's two pre-China-Chow girlfriends. FTP, name this movie whose plot involves a disastrous kidnapping of Ms. Chow by 4 killers-for-hire, including Cisco (played by Lou Diamond Phillips) and Melvin Smiley (played by Mark Wahlberg).
	Answer: the _BIG HIT_

073). {Jordan}  It was written in chalk on the palm of a man from the beggar’s union and was placed on the shoulder of a man peeling an orange with a switchblade. This man was walking with a young girl, his niece, who noticed it and wiped it off. Its wearer was chased by the police and local criminals, racing each other to apprehend a serial killer. For ten points, identify this Fritz Lang film starring Lon Cheney whose title refers to the single letter that marked the murderer.
	ANSWER: _M_

074). {Lev}  Tatyana Larina in Onegin, Silvie Warden in Silent Fall, Corey Mason in Empire Records, Marylin in Dr. T and the Women, Emma Duval in Cookie’s Fortune, and Lucy in Stealing Beauty, were all played by, FTP, which American actress, who is best known for playing Harry’s daughter Grace in Armageddon and Arwen in Lord of the Rings?
	Answer: Liv Tyler

075). {Pratik}  This film begins with performances of Pina Bausch's "Cafe Muller" and ends with her "Masurca Fogo." The main characters Benigno and Marco are seated together in the audience, and by a strange series of circumstances, they find themselves drawn into an unlikely friendship in a hospital while each is taking care of Alicia, a promising ballet dancer, and Lydia, a bullfighter. Marco comes to terms with his emotional isolation as he tries to help Benigno after he is arrested for raping and impregnating a comatose Alicia. FTP name the this "screwball drama," which won the 2003 best original screenplay Oscar for director Pedro Almodo'var.
	Answer: Habla Con Ella (or Talk to Her)

076). {Dwight}  The main character in this film is from Ocelot Iowa. His attempt to remove the shoes from a horse named Buttercup result in his sawing the feet off the animal. The romantic element is introduced when a gambler named Stanley smacks his girlfriend after a narrow loss, and the girlfriend, Claudia, joins the trip to Reno. FTP name this movie featuring a naïve Amish bowler and a hook-handed Woody Harrelson, a 1996 Farrelly Brothers offering.
	Ans: Kingpin

077). {Jim}  Born in Ireland, his career got its start when he played lead in John Dexter's production of Galileo on the stage, and work in tv came soon after. He played the title role in the short Jim Henson series Storyteller: the Greek Myths, and John Harrison in A&E's Longitude. More recent film roles include William in Gosford Park and Baltus van Tassel in Sleepy Hollow. FTP who is this actor, who was chosen to replace Richard Harris in the Harry Potter series?
	ANSWER: Michael _Gambon_

078). {Charles}  The protagonist learned cake decorating at Folsom and dreams of operating a bakery, but will need to revert one last time to his criminal actions. With Bobby and Carl, played by Saul Rubinek and Gailard Sartain, he plans a scheme to steal rare coins. He falls in love with detective Terese, but must deal with an 11 year-old who scored in the 95th percentile on his Stanfords. His estranged son Timmy plans to hide the coins away from his father Ray Gleason. FTP, name this 1994 movie, which stars Ted Danson, and Macaulay Culkin performing the title action.
	ANSWER: _Getting Even with Dad_

079). {Andy}  Prior to WWII, the leading film festival in the world, held in Venice, favored Italian and German films; the top award of 1939 was split between the sons of Joseph Goebbels and Benito Mussolini. Outraged, other countries decided to form their own festival, for which this site was chosen only because the host city offered to put up the dough to build a dedicated venue. For ten points, name this city whose film festival awards the "Palme d'Or", on the French Mediterranean.
	A: _Cannes_

080). {Yi}  The director of this film told Entertainment Weekly that he had wanted his credit to read "Humpty Dumpty." This film also includes the use of the word fuck 205 times and features the same diner displayed in the Big Lebowski. The movie’s main character reflects on the question "Has anything you’ve done made your life better?" leading to a change in his attitude. Despite trying to distance himself from his neo-Nazi past, Derek Vinyard faces more anguish when his brother Danny is senselessly killed. FTP, what movie features Edward Furlong, Edward Norton, and a gruesome scene involving a black kid's open jaw, a curb, and a kick?
	Answer: American History X


